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Abstract
This dissertation focuses on the Fiber-Wireless (FiWi) access networks, more specifically on
the problem of assigning frequencies to maintain connectivity and acceptable standards of ser-
vice quality in face of changes in the pattern of traffic flows in the network. Mainly realized on
radio and fiber technologies, these networks form an hybrid architecture comprising an optical
section and a wireless section that provides a feasible paradigm for high bandwidth and ubiq-
uity at new access network areas. In these FiWi scenarios, in particular when multi-radio and
multi-channel configurations are used, an effective frequency assignment should be done to ra-
dios so that higher throughput and low delay can be obtained and the best of such architectures
is achieved. However, traffic conditions may change over time, meaning that radio channel con-
figurations may be outdated and new reconfigurations can be done to improve network perfor-
mance. To cope with the increasing demand for bandwidth, fiber to the home/premises/building
(FTTX) technologies were massively deployed at the back-end. These technologies are charac-
terized by the huge bandwidth capacity and the absence of active devices on the network plant,
which is an advantage for power saving. On the other hand, at the front-end, wireless mesh net-
works (WMN) are expected to provide mobility and converge different wireless technologies
to provide high-speed and huge bandwidth connectivity to the end user. In this dissertation,
the frequency reassignment problem in the context of FiWi access networks is discussed and a
state-of-art on the subject is proposed. Also, two methodologies for frequency reconfiguration
planning are proposed along with their mathematical formalization, and are evaluated by simu-
lation. In one of the strategies, NBR, the algorithm prioritizes channel assignment according to
the relative position of nodes and their gateways, while in the other, RBR, nodes are processed
as their routes toward the gateways are traversed. A discrete event simulation model to evaluate
the performance of the proposed frequency reassignment algorithms was developed using OM-
NeT++ framework. Simulation results showing that RBR is the algorithm that better exploits
channel reconfigurations are presented and discussed.
Keywords: Fiber-Wireless Access Networks, Wireless Mesh Network, Frequency Assignment
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Resumo
Esta dissertac¸a˜o foca-se nas redes de acesso Fiber-Wireless (FiWi), mais especificamente no
problema da atribuic¸a˜o de frequeˆncias necessa´ria a` manutenc¸a˜o de conectividade e de padro˜es
aceita´veis de qualidade de servic¸o perante alterac¸o˜es na dinaˆmica de tra´fego que circula na
rede. Combinando tecnologias de ra´dio e de fibra o´ptica, estas redes formam uma arquitetura
hı´brida, composta por uma sec¸a˜o o´ptica e uma sec¸a˜o wireless, que se afirma como paradigma
via´vel para os requisitos de largura de banda e omnipresenc¸a das novas redes de acesso. Nestes
cena´rios FiWi, especialmente quando sa˜o usadas configurac¸o˜es muiti-ra´dio e multi-canal, torna-
se necessa´rio efetuar uma atribuic¸a˜o eficaz de frequeˆncias aos ra´dios para que valores eleva-
dos de throughput e de baixo atraso possam ser obtidos, e o melhor desempenho da arquite-
tura seja alcanc¸ado. No entanto, a dinaˆnica do tra´fego pode mudar ao longo do tempo, o
que significa que uma determinada configurac¸a˜o de canais pode estar desatualizada e novas
reconfigurac¸o˜es possam ser feitas para melhorar o desempenho da rede. Para lidar com a cres-
cente demanda por largura de banda tecnologias FTTX ( Fiber to the home/premises/building)
teˆm sido massivamente implementadas na seca˜o o´ptica. Estas tecnologias sa˜o caraterizadas
pela sua enorme largura de banda e pela auseˆncia de dispositivos ativos na rede, o que e´ uma
vantagem para a economizac¸a˜o de energia. Por outro lado, espera-se que na sec¸a˜o o´ptica as
redes sem fio em malha (WMN) possam proporcionar mobilidade e ver convergir va´rias tec-
nologias “sem fios” que providenciem maior largura de banda e conetividade ao utilizador final.
Nesta dissertac¸a˜o, o problema de reafetac¸a˜o de frequeˆncias no contexto das redes de acesso
FiWi e´ discutido e o seu estado de arte apresentado. Ale´m disso, duas novas metodologias
para a planificac¸a˜o da reconfigurac¸a˜o de frequeˆncias sa˜o propostas juntamente com as suas
formalizac¸o˜es matema´ticas, e sa˜o avaliadas por simulac¸a˜o. Uma das estrate´gias, NBR, prior-
iza a afetac¸a˜o de frequeˆncias de acordo com a posic¸a˜o relativa dos no´s e respetivas gateways,
enquanto que na outra, RBR, os no´s sa˜o processados a` medida que as suas rotas va˜o sendo
percorridas em direc¸a˜o as gateways. Um simulador de redes FiWi para a avaliac¸a˜o dos al-
gorı´tmos de reafetac¸a˜o tambe´m foi desenvolvio usando a framework OMNeT++. Os resultados
das simulac¸o˜es mostram que o RBR e´ aquele que melhor explora a reconfigurac¸a˜o de canais.
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C H A P T E R 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation and Scope
The bandwidth requirements of the telecommunication network users increased rapidly dur-
ing the last decades [3]. FiWi access networks have been pointed as a promising approach to
support a plethora of future and emerging broadband services and applications on the same
infrastructure by converging optical access technologies at the back-end and wireless access
technologies at the front-end [4][5].
Within the frame of this dissertation more emphasis will be placed at the front-end tech-
nologies, where wireless nodes are configured in a mesh topology forming a WMN. In this
WMN nodes may be equipped with multiple radio interfaces operating in multiple orthogonal
frequencies aiming to provide higher network throughput. Therefore, in multi-radio WMNs,
higher network throughputs exist if an effective frequency assignment to radio interfaces is
done. However, frequency assignments may become outdated after network traffic changes,
which eventually may reduce the network throughput. Thus a channel reconfiguration pro-
cess capable of maintaining the network connectivity, keep the QoS acceptable and increase
throughput is desirable. The main motivation for this work is to study FiWi access networks
and develop an algorithm able to find the best frequencies to be assigned to radios, starting
from an initial frequency assignment setup, so that the network can adapt to changing traffic
conditions without loosing performance.
1.2 Objectives
The objective of this work is to study an effective way to plan the reassignment of frequencies at
the wireless mesh front-end. New frequency assignments should adapt to recent network traffic
distributions, allowing throughput and QoS to be improved, while avoiding network disruption.
1
1.3. CONTRIBUTIONS
It includes the following tasks:
• Analysis of FiWi access networks;
• Development of a simulation model for a FiWi access network;
• Proposal of frequency reassignment algorithms;
• Evaluation of the proposed algorithms.
1.3 Contributions
The main contributions of this work include the following:
• Presentation of the state-of-art on FiWi access networks with emphasis on the frequency
assignment problem.
• A simulation model for a FiWi access networks available for future work.
• Two frequency reassignment algorithms developed, tested and evaluated.
• Two articles were produced from this dissertation, one submitted to the CISTI 2014 and
another submitted to the computer network journal (Elsevier).
1.4 Dissertation Outline
In this dissertation there are 6 chapters organized as follows:
Chapter 1 introduces the subject, presents the motivation, and the scope of this work. The
objectives are also stated in this chapter and main contributions are refereed.
Chapter 2 provides an overview of FiWi access networks, visits some related work, and the
main technologies involved in FiWi access architecture are described.
chapter 3 presents the state-of-art of the frequency assignment strategies. Two reassignment
algorithms and their respective mathematical formalization are presented and discussed.
Chapter 4 presents the FiWi simulation model, developed under OMNeT++ framework.
In this chapter the models components of the model are described and their functionality is
explained in detail.
Chapter 5 analyses and discusses the simulation results of the proposed algorithms.
Chapter 6 concludes this dissertation and states some considerations for future work.
2
C H A P T E R 2
Fiber-Wireless Access Network Overview
2.1 Introduction
The fast growth of the bandwidth demand from subscriber application and emerging services
such as video on demand (VoD), Internet protocol (IP) telephony, online gaming, or full-duplex
video-conferencing, has led to intensive research in the access network. Current copper-based
access network technologies such as digital subscriber line (DSL), hybrid fiber-coax (HFC) and
cable modem (CM) do not meet the bandwidth requirements for these emerging services. There-
fore, optical fiber-based networks such as fiber to the home/fiber to the premises (FTTH/FTTP)
are being deployed to cope with the ever increasing need of huge bandwidth. In FTTX net-
works, fiber is brought (close) to the end user, to a place denoted by X where a discontinuity
between the optical fiber and some other, either wired or wireless, transmission medium occurs
[6]. Due to their low attenuation, and huge bandwidth, passive optical networks (PONs) are
widely deployed to realize cost-effective FTTX access networks [7][8]. Moreover, PONs are
able to provide lower network deployment and maintenance costs as well as longer distances
than current DSL and HFC networks [9]. Wireless broadband access networks have attracted a
great deal of attention from research as well due to their low implementation costs and mobil-
ity support [10][11]. There are three main technologies that have been successfully employed
for wireless access networks worldwide: Wireless fidelity (WiFi), Worldwide interoperability
for microwave access (WiMAX), and Cellular Network. Generally a radio using one of these
standards is configured to operate on a single channel. Researchers in [12][13][14] and recently
[15][16] agree on the usage of multiple radios operating at different channels to increase the
performance of WMNs. In this case, frequency channels should be carefully assigned to radios
in order to reduce interference and effectively contribute throughput improvement of global
network performance.
Optical access networks offer huge amount of bandwidth and wireless access networks offer
3
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mobility and ubiquity. The idea of combining these two networks is very attractive since it
would allow the exploitation of the complementary benefits of both technologies. This led to
the FiWi network proposal where optical and wireless technologies form a common integrated
infrastructure capable of supporting upcoming applications and services while offering seamless
mobility to clients [10].
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: Section 2.2 presents the optical access
networks architectures. The currently adopted standards and technologies are also discussed in
this very section. Section 2.3 covers wireless access networks, their adopted standards and
technologies. Section 2.4 addresses the most implemented technologies for FiWi architectures
on the access side and their main design challenges, and finally Section 2.5 summarizes this
chapter.
2.2 Optical Access Networks
Basically, three architectures may be deployed for fiber access networks [7][17]: Point-to-point
architectures, active star architecture leading to active optical networks (AON) and passive star
architecture leading to passive optical networks (PON). In a point-to-point architecture, all sub-
scribers are connected to the central office (CO) via dedicated fibers. Many fibers are needed,
which entails high first installation costs, but also provides the ultimate capacity and the most
flexibility to upgrade services for subscribers individually. In AON, a single fiber carries all
traffic to an active node close to the subscriber premises. Only a single feeder fiber is needed,
and a number of short branching fibers to the subscribers, which reduces costs; but the active
node needs powering and maintenance. In contrast to an AON, in a PON the active node is
replaced by a passive optical power splitter/combiner that feeds the individual short branching
fibers to the subscriber premises. Besides technical performance, economic considerations play
a key role in deciding for a particular architecture [7]. Among these architectures PONs are
widely deployed as FTTX access networks, and they are discussed in detail in the following
section.
2.2.1 Passive Optical Network (PON)
PONs are generally characterized by the absence of active components, with the exception of
the premises where the optical line termination (OLT) and the optical network unit/optical net-
work termination (ONU/ONT) are placed. However, a PON can also include a reach extender
(RE), which contains active components, when long distance between the OLT and the ONU is
4
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required. These can be deployed in several topologies such as bus, ring and tree, being the for-
mer the most adopted PON topology, as shown in Figure 2.1. In this case transmission occurs
between an OLT, located at CO, and multiple ONUs located at subscriber premises. The OLT
and ONUs are connected via one or more inexpensive passive splitters deployed as part of the
fiber optical cable plant as aforementioned, mostly in point to multipoint configuration, with
splitting factors 1:16, 1:32, 1:64 or more, according to International Telecommunication Union
- telecommunication standardization sector (ITU-T) Recommendation G.671 [18].
CO
Splitter 1:N
ONU1
ONU2
ONUN
End_User1
End_User2
End_UserN
:
:
CO Central Office
OLT Optical Line Termination
ONU Optical Network Unit
OLT
Figure 2.1: Optical back-end section.
Concerning how traffic flows inside PON trees, in the downstream (OLT to ONU) traffic is
broadcast to all ONUs using a splitter. Then, based on each ONU’s media access control (MAC)
address, ONUs extract the traffic addressed to them discarding additional traffic as shown in
Figure 2.2.
CO
Splitter 1:N
ONU1
ONU2
ONUN
End_UserA
End_UserB
End_UserC
:
:
CO Central Office
OLT Optical Line Termination
ONU Optical Network Unit
OLT
A
A BBB
C
C CA
Figure 2.2: Downstream traffic.
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For the upstream (ONU to OLT) it should be seen as a multipoint to point network where
time division is required [19], and there is no direct communication between ONUs, as depicted
in Figure 2.3.
CO
Splitter 1:N
ONU1
ONU2
ONUN
End_UserA
End_UserB
End_UserC
:
:
CO Central Office
OLT Optical Line Termination
ONU Optical Network Unit
OLT
A
A BBB
C
C
Figure 2.3: Upstream traffic.
Time division multiple access (TDMA) techniques are commonly used for that purpose but,
for network capacity and scalability increase, wavelength division multiple access (WDMA)
techniques can also be used. In TDMA-PON systems, the bandwidth is shared in time domain,
where each ONU has its specific time slot to transmit data packets. Transmission time slots
are synchronized by OLT, which send grants to ONUs instructing them when to send packets.
The basic fiber infrastructure carries a single upstream wavelength channel and another single
downstream wavelength channel. As the ONUs are sharing the capacity of the OLT, the average
capacity per ONU decreases as the number of ONUs grows. This marks a drawback to TDMA-
PONs when network scalability is required [7]. The full service access network (FSAN) group
was founded in the earlier 1995 for the development of optical access network standards capable
of delivering a full set of narrowband and broadband telecommunication services. Broadband
passive optical network (BPON) was the first one to be proposed, then followed by two other
variants so far widely used, namely the Gigabit PON (GPON) and Ethernet PON (EPON).
• BPON is based on asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) and is also referred to as asyn-
chronous transfer mode passive optical network (APON). The transfer rate in BPON is
specified as 155.52 Mbps according to ITU-T G.983 series recommendations [20].
• GPON is specified by ITU-T G.984 series [21][22][23][24], the normal bit rate is speci-
fied to 2.488 Gbps downstream traffic and 1.244 Gbps for the upstream. It comprises an
6
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additional downstream wavelength for distribution of analog video service. The network
supports up to 60 km reach, with 20 km differential reach between ONUs, and a minimum
supported passive splitting ratio of 1:16, 1:32, or 1:64 way split.
• EPON is a PON that carries all data encapsulated in Ethernet frames, based on the IEEE
802.3ah standard [25] providing bidirectional 1 Gbps links and offering a splitting ratio
up to 1:64. A 1490 nm wavelength is used for downstream and 1310 nm for upstream,
with 1550 nm reserved for future extensions or additional services, such as analog video
broadcast.
In September 2009 the IEEE completed the standardization of next-generation 10 Gigabit
Ethernet PON (NG-EPON) [26]. It extends the EPON and offers a tenfold leap in bandwidth up
to 10 Gbps in the access network while providing core protocol compatibility with the current
1G-EPON system, supports symmetric 10 Gbps downstream and upstream and asymmetric 10
Gbps downstream and 1 Gbps upstream data rates [27]. Standardizations efforts have already
been initialized in the ITU-T to specify the 10 Gigabit capable PON (XG-PON). The FSAN
community has commissioned a study on defining possible smooth migration scenarios from
the current Gigabit-class PON systems toward the next-generation passive optical networks
(NG-PON), and their technical requirements [28][29]. The outcomes of this study previews
two potential candidate system architectures [28]:
• NG-PON1 supports coexistence with GPON on the same optical distribution network
(ODN) and is viewed as a midterm upgrade. ODN is defined as the fiber plus the splitter(s)
deployed between OLT and ONUs.
• NG-PON2 has no requirements in terms of coexistence with GPON on the same ODN
and is considered as a long-term proposal.
The WDM-PON is considered to be the next evolutionary solution for a simplified and
future-proofed access system that can accommodate exponential traffic growth and “bandwidth-
hungry” new applications. WDM-PON mitigates the complicated time sharing and power bud-
get issues in TDM-PON by providing point-to-point optical connectivity to multiple end users
through a dedicated pair of wavelengths [30]. In a general WDM-PON architecture a passive
wavelength router is used to replace the passive splitter in the PON fiber plant. As a result, each
OLT-ONU pair gets a dedicated and permanent wavelength assignment requiring two transmit-
ter/receiver pairs to form a point-to-point link as shown in Figure 2.4. The passive wavelength
router located at the remote node is realized by arrayed wave guide grating (AWG) or a set of
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thin film filters (TFF)s. An AWG can operate over multiple free spectral ranges, permitting use
of the same device for both downstream and upstream transmission, and an ONU can operate at
a rate up to the full bit rate of the wavelength channel and without facing resource competition
among them.
OLT Optical Line Termination
ONU Optical Network Unit
AWG    Arrayed Wave Guide
OLT
TX
TX
D
W
D
M
RX
RX
D
W
D
M
AWG
Downstream
receiver
Upstream
transmitter
ONU1
Downstream
receiver
Upstream
transmitter
ONUN
λd1.....λdN
λu1.....λuN
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λuN
λuN
λd1
λdN
Figure 2.4: A typical logically point-to-point WDM-PON (adapted from [1]).
WDM-PONs can also be combined with additional TDMA techniques in particular those
already used by the EPON and GPON standards. This leads to hybrid WDM/TDMA-PONs and
improves scalability by allowing splitting ratios of up to 1:1000. PONs using standard WDM
techniques, particularly broadband amplification, can also support enhanced distances in the
range of 100 km. This leads to the concept of active PONs, which could play an important role
in future metro access and back-end convergence scenarios [31] . These hybrid systems can be
classified as static and dynamic WDM/TDMA-PONs as detailed in [32], where:
• Static WDM/TDMA-PON is defined as a PON system in which several wavelengths can
be used in each direction to realize communication between the OLT and a number of
ONUs, each wavelength can be shared by several ONUs, and the wavelength(s) assigned
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to an ONU remain unchanged from installation until disconnection. The optical branch-
ing device is typically a power splitter, or a combination of a power splitter and a wave-
length filter/router.
• Dynamic WDM/TDMA-PON is defined as a PON system in which several wavelengths
can be used in each direction to establish communication between the OLT and a num-
ber of ONUs, each wavelength can be shared by several ONUs, and ONU wavelength
assignment can be dynamically changed during communication/operation.
2.3 Wireless Access Networks
Wireless networks consist of a number of nodes which communicate with each other over a
wireless channel [33]. There are many broadband wireless access technologies [34]. Wi-Fi
technologies such as IEEE 802.11 b/g and IEEE 802.11a standards, providing 3 and 12 non-
overlapping channels respectively, and WiMAX IEEE 802.16 standard are generally deployed
as the main technologies for the wireless part of the FiWi access networks [6]. WiFi are char-
acterized by the use of unlicensed frequency band (2.414–2.484 GHz), and the MAC layer uses
distributed coordination function (DCF) as the default technique to access the transmission
medium. In DCF subscriber stations (STAs) associated with the AP use their radio interfaces
for sensing if a channel is available. If the channel is not in use, the source STA sends its
data to the destination STA through the associated access point (AP). If more than one STA
try to access the channel simultaneously a collision occurs. In order to avoid collisions carrier
sense multiple access/collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) mechanism is used [35]. An alternative
medium access technique is point coordination function (PCF) in which data transmission can
be done ether in centralized mode, where the AP polls each STA in a round-robin fashion, or
in contention-based mode, which works similarly to DCF. In addition, the Request To Send
(RTS)/Clear To Send (CTS) mechanism is applied to solve the hidden node problem [34]. IEEE
802.11 b/g can reach data rates up to 11/54 Mbps.
IEEE 802.16 standard was initially established to operate in the frequency band of 10-66
GHz and maximum transmission range of 50 km, providing up to 75 Mbps data rate line-of-
sight (LOS) connections in both point-to-multipoint and mesh modes. The standard specifies the
radio interface, including the MAC and physical PHY (layers), of broadband access. The key
development in the PHY layer includes orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM),
in which multiple access is achieved by assigning a subset of sub-carriers to each individual
user [36]. The 802.16e amendment added support for mobile users in a range of 5-15 Km with
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maximum theoretical rates up to 30 Mbps.
WMN is an access emerging technology for wireless access networks in which several dif-
ferent wireless technologies are expected to converge. In fact, in this context, technologies such
as WiFi based WLANs, 3G/4G cellular systems and WiMAX can be used together to provide
high-speed and huge bandwidth connectivity to the end user.
2.3.1 Wireless Mesh Network (WMN)
WMN is a fully wireless network that employs multi-hop ah-hoc networking techniques to
forward traffic to/from the Internet [14][37]. WMN are gaining significant momentum as an
inexpensive way to provide last-mile broadband Internet access [38][39]. There are two types
of nodes in a WMN: mesh routers and mesh clients. Mesh routers are fixed and dedicated nodes
which build a wireless backbone for mesh clients. A mesh client may work as a router for a
mesh networking, but their hardware platform and software may be much simpler than those for
mesh routers [2]. In the context of a FiWi network, the traffic flows toward the ONU through
multiple paths. There are three main types of architectures of WMNs: infrastructure, client
and hybrid. In an infrastructure WMN architecture, see Figure 2.5, a router has no mobility. It
performs mesh functions such has routing and configurations, acting as a network gateway.
Figure 2.5: Infrastructure WMN [2].
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In a client WMN architecture, client nodes perform mesh and gateway functions among
themselves, acting as a conventional ad hoc network. Finally, in a hybrid WMN architecture
both infrastructure and client meshing are combined as depicted in Figure 2.6.
Figure 2.6: Hybrid WMN [2].
Although multi-radio and multi-channel WMNs are envisaged as one of the key components
in the converged networks of the future [14], there are still some critical constraints that affect
their performance. New technologies and protocols in the PHY layer, MAC protocols, and
routing protocols are required to optimize the performance of WMNs. In the PHY layer, smart
antenna, multi-input multi-output (MIMO), ultra wideband (UWB), and multichannel interface
systems are being explored to enhance network capacity and further enable wireless gigabit
transmission [8].
Given the increase demand for mesh networks, a task group was formed in 2004 to define
the Extended Service Set (ESS) mesh networking standard based on IEEE 802.11 standard
[8]; IEEE 802.11s amendments should be focused on multi hop routing, MAC enhancements,
security, and general topics.
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2.4 FiWi Access Network
FiWi access networks aim to integrate optical fiber and wireless networks technologies together
by providing the strong features of both, such as huge capacity and stable transmission from
optical fiber domain, and the flexibility offered by wireless access domain. This combination
brings as outcome a reduction on the cost and complexity of the network implementation. FiWi
networks are realized by deploying two main technologies: radio-over-fiber (RoF) and radio-
and-fiber (R&F) technologies. In RoF, radio frequencies (RF) are carried over optical fiber links
between the CO and multiple low-cost remote antenna units (RAUs) in support of wireless ap-
plication, such as WLANs [40]. In RoF architecture the CO takes the control of all access to the
optical and wireless media. Experimentally, it was demonstrated that RoF networks are capa-
ble to reach 50 Km of optical fiber range. However, inserting an optical distribution system in
wireless networks may have a major impact on the performance of media access control MAC
protocols. The additional propagation delay may exceed certain time-outs of MAC protocols
and the network performance would become worse [9]. This technology basically relies on
modulation techniques to realize a FiWi access network that are fully exploited here [41][42].
A different approach is taken in R&F architectures, where the control of optical and wireless
media is decentralized. By using two different MAC protocols, a translation must be done at the
interface of optical and wireless segments by an appropriate optical-wireless device, such as the
optical network unit-base station (ONU-BS). As a consequence, wireless MAC frames do not
have to travel along the optical fiber to be processed at the CO by the optical line termination
(OLT), but simply traverse their associated access point (AP) and remain in the wireless net-
work, thus avoiding the negative impact of fiber propagation delay on the network performance
[9][43][44].
This work consider a R&F based FiWi access networks represented by architecture having
sections. A FiWi architecture typically includes at the optical section a PON technology such as
EPON or GPON, in a tree topology with one or more OLTs as the root. At the wireless section
a WMN generally composed by IEEE 802.11 and IEEE 802.16 standards is a typical choice.
Figure 2.7 depicts a deployment of a R&F architecture for a FiWi access network infrastructure
at University of California (UC) Davis integrating Ethernet passive optical network technology
(EPON) and an IEEE 802.11g standard WLAN-based WMN [5].
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Figure 2.7: Radio and fiber architecture-R&F [9].
The integration of optical and wireless technologies is the most promising solution for the
access bottleneck in communication network [4]. However, there are still some technological
challenges. One first challenge is to seamlessly converge optical and wireless technologies as
they are ruled by different protocols. For instance in [45], the author propose the convergence
of EPON and IEEE 802.16 (WiMAX) network by mean of a module (termed Virtual ONU-BS)
placed between an ONU and a WiMAX BS to serve as bridge between the two technologies.
Also, QoS in FiWi access networks should be kept acceptable. However, designing a QoS algo-
rithm in such heterogeneous environment where applications and services have different QoS
requirements still a challenging problem. Moreover, the level of provided QoS largely depends
on the performance of the implemented routing and resource management algorithms, including
bandwidth allocation and FA algorithm with absolute or relative QoS assurances [9]. Research
work has been carried out in designing various QoS algorithms which improve specific aspects
of the system [46][47]. A QoS architecture of integration of GPON and WiMAX is proposed
in [46]. A recent work by [47] presented an algorithm that can be used for planning and design
of QoS considering energy saving in a FiWi access networks. The proposed algorithm finds
the proper way of putting into sleep/awaking mode the devices in the network, so that energy
consumption is reduced while packet delay is kept under threshold. Routing information and
channel assignment at FiWi access network front-end are important and challenging problems
as well. Authors in [48] present a proactive routing algorithm termed DARA (delay-aware rout-
ing algorithm) which has the objective of minimizing the average of the packet delay in the
wireless front-end of a FiWi access network.
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As the contribution to this challenging issues the following chapter covers the problem of
assigning frequencies to nodes equipped with multiple radios in multi-channel environment.
2.5 Summary
This chapter provides an overview of FiWi access networks and visits some related work. It
presents optical and wireless access networks, and their currently adopted standards and tech-
nologies. Two main technologies, RoF and R&F involved to realize FiWi access networks are
presented and, finally, some design challenging issues are addressed. In this dissertation, FiWi
access networks with a mesh front-end are the main focus of study.
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C H A P T E R 3
Frequency Reassignment in FiWi Access Networks
3.1 Introduction
FA in a multi-radio WMN aims to assign frequencies to radios in a way that interference be-
tween transmissions is minimized, increasing the network throughput. A taxonomy of fre-
quency assignment can be found in [14], where three main strategies are presented, namely,
a static frequency assignment (SFA) strategy, dynamic frequency assignment (DFA) strategy
and hybrid frequency assignment (HFA) strategy. In SFA frequencies are assigned to radios
either permanently or for long time intervals with respect to the radio switching time. Static
assignment can be further classified into two types:
Common frequency assignment: in this case radio interfaces of each node are all assigned a
common set of channels. This approach has a main benefit of ensuring that connectivity
of the network is the same as that of a single channel assignment approach.
Varying frequency assignment: in this approach, radio interfaces of different nodes may be
assigned to a different set of channels. Therefore, there is a possibility that the length
of the routes between nodes may increase. Also, unless the interface assignment is done
carefully, network partitions may arise [14][49].
DFA is strategy in which channels are constantly updated to provide better performance,meaning
that radio interfaces should have the ability to switch from one channel to another. It is a key
property that can be exploited to utilize all the available channels, even when the number of
radio interfaces available is significantly lower than the number of available channels [49][50].
However, the key challenges involve channel switching delays (typically on the order of mil-
liseconds in commodity 802.11 wireless cards), and the need for coordination mechanisms for
channel switching between nodes [14]. In HFA [51] some radios receive static assignments
while others use dynamic assignments.
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Some researchers [52] argue that the taxonomy presented above fail to capture the main
factors that affect the network performance. Therefore, in their perspective, FA scheme classi-
fication should be based on connectivity, minimal interference, and flow patterns, three aspects
that can have the following implications: Although schemes based on connectivity have the ad-
vantage of being simpler, they do not have a satisfactory performance. In strategies that consider
minimizing interference among neighboring nodes, in most cases, when links carry more traffic
they would be assigned more bandwidth. If bandwidth and the traffic load did not match, it
would result in congestion and increasing packet loss rate. The flow-based channel assignment
strategies mainly consider the flow pattern of the traffic, a suitable characteristic for the net-
works where traffic is directed to/from the Internet such as WMN. However, such strategies can
not minimize the network interference between neighboring nodes, thus seriously affecting the
capacity of the mesh network. An hybrid approach considering both minimizing interference
and flow pattern, which can greatly improve the network performance, is presented in [53].
A FA strategy classification that best suits to FiWi access networks and is able to capture
and evaluate the network performance can be found in [54]. These FA schemes are classified
into two categories: centralized or distributed. For the centralized approaches, a central control
(in FiWi networks OLT may performs this task) is assumed and has complete knowledge about
the mesh network. Thus, the formulated FA problem can be solved at a single place. After the
result of FA is calculated, it is distributed to the nodes of the network.
For the distributed approaches, no central control is assumed and each node runs its own
copy of the algorithm for channel assignment.
Frequency assignment should be done also having QoS into consideration. In this disserta-
tion frequency assignment is studied in the context of FiWi networks where traffic flows toward
the ONUs. That is, in these networks traffic either flows from a wireless router source to an
ONU, or vice versa, while in traditional WMNs both source and destination can belong to the
wireless mesh. Therefore, the approaches for FiWi networks and traditional WMNs are differ-
ent since this must be taken into consideration.
In this chapter the problem of reassigning frequencies to radios in a multi-radio and multi-
channel FiWi access network is addressed. Here, the terms frequency strategy and frequency
algorithm are used interchangeably. A survey on previous work related with this subject will
help us in addressing their main issues while presenting the state-of-art.Finally two new fre-
quency reassignment strategies will be proposed.
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The next section provides the FA the state-of-art; Section 3.3 presents the mathematical
formalization of the frequency reassignment; Section 3.4 presents the proposed algorithms and,
finally, Section 3.5 summarizes this chapter.
3.2 Frequency Assignment State-of-Arte and Related Works
Several strategies for the FA problem in a multi-radio multi-channel WMN have been pro-
posed in the literature [14][55][56][57]. Nevertheless, it is still a challenging issue that has
been proven to be NP-hard [58]. This is also why most of the FA works presented employ
heuristic techniques to perform this task. The FA problem can actually be divided into two sub
problems: Firstly, in neighbor-to-interface binding, is determined which interface a node uses
to communicate with each of its neighbors. In this context of multi-channel multi-radio mesh
networks, connectivity should be kept in mind when doing frequency assignment so that neigh-
boring nodes that need to communicate are assigned a common channel. This is in contrast with
cellular network [59], where the goal is to share channels among base stations in neighboring
cells and reuse them across distant cells. Secondly, in interface-to-channel binding, to deter-
mine which radio channel a network interface should use.
The main constraints that FA algorithm needs to satisfy can be summarized as follows [55]:
• The number of distinct channels that can be assigned to a WMN node is bounded by the
number available radios.
• Two nodes that communicate with each other directly should share at least one common
channel.
• The raw capacity of a radio channel within an interference zone is limited.
• The total number of non-overlapped channels is fixed.
There are some research work such as in [60][61] that proposes MAC protocols to per-
form channel assignment that require changes to IEEE 802.11 standards, this approaches have
disadvantages because they cannot be deployed by using commodity hardware. In [14] authors
propose a FA scheme called MesTiC which stands for mesh-based traffic and interference aware
channel assignment. It is a static, rank-based, polynomial time greedy algorithm for centralized
channel assignment, which visits every node once. Here each node is assigned a rank which is
computed on the basis of its link traffic characteristics, topological properties, and number of
radios on a node. Topological connectivity is ensured by a common default channel deployed on
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a separate radio on each node, which can also be used for network management. The channels
to a node are assigned based on its rank, the higher ranked node will be assigned a channel of
least interference. The traffic/load should be known from the beginning, as it is used as input to
evaluate the rank of each node in the network. A fully distributed FA algorithm that can adapt
to traffic load dynamically is presented in [55]. A multi-channel WMN architecture (called
Hyacinth) is proposed, having each node equipped with multiple 802.11 radio interfaces. First
neighbor-to-interface binding mapping is determined. For the FA to take place, particular radio
interfaces (termed DOWN-NICs) have to estimate the usage status of all the channels within its
interference neighborwood. In this architecture, each node periodically exchanges its channel
usage information with all its neighbors within its interference range. The aggregated traffic
load of a particular channel is estimated by summing up the loads contributed by all interfering
neighbors that are using the channel. The total load of a channel is a weighted combination
of the aggregated traffic load and the number of nodes using the channel. Based on the per-
channel total load information, a WMN node determines a set of channels that are least-used in
its vicinity. The Priority of a WMN node is equal to its distance in hops from the gateway. When
a WMN node performs channel assignment, it restricts its search to those channels that are not
used by any of its interfering neighbors with higher priority. Because traffic pattern and, thus,
channel load can evolve over time, the interface-to-channel binding mapping is adjusted peri-
odically. The architecture used in this scheme requires an higher number of radios than other
surveyed strategies which is a disadvantage. The authors in [62] proses a flow-aware channel
assignment scheme in the context of wireless-optical broadband access network. This scheme
aim to balance load among different channels to minimize contention based on the flows on
the link. The authors considered in their approach the fact that wireless nodes at front-end are
equipped with different number of radios and they formulated this problem as an Integer Linear
Program (ILP) and solved it using a standard solver such as CPLEX.
These surveyed studies make frequency planning from scratch without taking into consid-
eration the previous assignment done. In this dissertation another step forward is taken and
an approach for frequency reconfiguration planning in FiWi networks while avoiding network
disconnection is proposed.
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3.3 Mathematical Formalization of Frequency Reassignment
Problem
When planning the reassignment of frequencies at the front-end of FiWi networks one has to
take into consideration the recent traffic distribution across the network, so that throughput can
be maximized when adopting the new frequencies. This goal alone, however, may become im-
practicable as too many reassignments can be triggered for a small network throughput increase.
Traffic also varies over time meaning that recent frequency assignments may quickly become
outdated. A more realistic approach should try to minimize the required frequency reassign-
ments for node congestion prevention when the traffic scenario changes. This problem, called
reconfiguration time reduction (RTR) problem, is defined as follows for FiWi networks:
Definition 1 (FiWi-RTR Problem). Given a FiWi access network find the front-end frequency
reassignment, involving the smallest number of frequency changes, and routing of traffic de-
mands that keeps QoS acceptable by preventing node congestion.
When evaluating node congestion one can use as channel capacity a fraction of the actual
channel capacity. The fraction to be considered depends on the burstiness of traffic and resulting
queueing delays, and QoS concerns.
3.3.1 Assumptions and Notation
A FiWi network can be represented by a directed graph GF(N ,L, I), where N is a set includ-
ing both mesh wireless nodes and gateways while L is the set of wireless reachability links
available at the front-end. Mesh wireless nodes1 will be denoted by W and gateways by G,
both included in N . Every wireless node needs a route toward one of the gateways/ONUs in
order to send/receive traffic. A route rw adopted by node w ∈ W toward gateway g ∈ G can
be defined as a sequence of nodes (w,wi1 , wi2 , ..., g) where every pair of adjacent nodes can
communicate, ensuring connectivity between front and back ends. Note that although directed
routes are considered for an easier formalization of the problem, in practice any route can be
used for upstream and downstream transmission.
Interference between links is given by I: Il,l′ = 1 indicates that link l′ is at the interference
range of l, meaning l and l′ can not transmit simultaneously if using the same channel. For that
1Gateways not included.
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to be possible, time division is required. The interference model considered is the one used in
[63] where, considering a specific link l, it is assumed that link l′ can interfere with l, not able
to transmit on the same channel at the same time, if and only if n1 = s(l′) or n2 = d(l′) is at
the interference range of n3 = s(l) or n4 = d(l), ∀n1, n2, n3, n4 ∈ N :
dn3,n1 < (1 + κ)Tn3 or dn3,n2 < (1 + κ)Tn3
or dn4,n1 < (1 + κ)Tn4 or dn4,n2 < (1 + κ)Tn4 (3.1)
where s(l) and d(l) denote the source and destination nodes of link l ∈ L, respectively, dni,nj
is used to denote the distance between ni and nj , Tni is used to denote the transmission range
of the radio in ni, and κ ≥ 0 is the increase of the interference range over the transmission
range. For simplicity it is assumed κ = 0. That is, the transmission and interference ranges are
considered to be the same.
The set of available channels at wireless devices will be denoted by C and the number of
radios available at node n ∈ N will be denoted by Rn. The total upstream and downstream
traffic demand of wireless node w ∈ W will be denoted by Dw while each channel is assumed
to haveB of bandwidth. As previously stated, B can be a fraction of the actual channel capacity
for higher QoS achievement.
In the following sections two mathematical formalizations of the FiWi-RTR problem are
discussed. The first one is basically related with the core of the problem, which is to reduce the
number of required reconfigurations, and therefore reconfiguration time, while the second one
is an improvement to ensure that the network will not become disconnected when reconfiguring
frequencies. That is, a smooth transition from the old frequency assignment to the new one is
ensured by leaving some links unchanged. The old frequency assignment will be embedded
in βOLDn,c , ∀n ∈ N ,∀c ∈ C, and is given as input, while the new frequency assignments will
be stored in βn,c variables, ∀n ∈ N ,∀c ∈ C. Therefore, we are interested in minimizing the
difference between βOLDn,c and βn,c. It is assumed that the number of the radios available per
node do not change. The variables will be the following:
δl,cw One, if the route of wireless router w ∈ W , toward the optical section, is using link
l ∈ L on channel c ∈ C, zero otherwise.
βn,c One, if node n ∈ N (mesh wireless router or gateway) operates on channel c ∈ C, zero
otherwise.
α Channel congestion factor, a real value in the interval [0, 1[.
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The α factor will be used to reduce the channel congestion, as it will become more clear
next.
3.3.2 FiWi-RTR Problem Formalization
Minimize
∑
n∈N
∑
c∈C
|βOLDn,c − βn,c|+ α (3.2)
This objective function minimizes the number of frequency reconfigurations (difference be-
tween βOLDn,c and βn,c, ∀n ∈ N , c ∈ C) and minimizes the congestion related factor α, improv-
ing QoS if possible. That is, the lowest possible number of reconfigurations, not violating the
capacity of channels (see expression (3.8)) will be found and then, if multiple solutions exist,
the one providing the smallest α (smallest congestion impact) will be chosen.
– Route flow conservation: ∑
l∈L:s(l)=w
∑
c∈C
δl,cw = 1, ∀w ∈ W (3.3)
∑
l∈L:d(l)∈G
∑
c∈C
δl,cw = 1, ∀w ∈ W (3.4)
∑
l∈L:s(l)=w′
∑
c∈C
δl,cw −
∑
l∈L:d(l)=w′
∑
c∈C
δl,cw = 0,
,∀w,w′ ∈ W : w′ 6= w (3.5)
These constraints ensure that mesh wireless nodes have a route toward a gateway/ONU.
– Radio channel assignment:
βn,c ≥
∑
w∈W
∑
l∈L:s(l)=n δ
l,c
w +
∑
w∈W
∑
l∈L:d(l)=n δ
l,c
w
|L| ,
,∀n ∈ N ,∀c ∈ C (3.6)
∑
c∈C
βn,c = Rn, ∀n ∈ N (3.7)
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Expression (3.6) ensures that a channel, at some node, is assigned to a radio if a route requires
it. Expression (3.7) ensures that the number of radios used at a node is equal to the available
radios at that node.
– QoS guarantees:
∑
w∈W
∑
l′∈L:Il,l′=1
δl
′,c
w ×Dw ≤ B × α, ∀l ∈ L,∀c ∈ C (3.8)
This expression ensures that the load of interfering links, using time division when transmitting,
does not exceed the bandwidth available at channels. That is, interference between links, given
by I, is being accounted for time division. The value of B, a fraction of the actual channel
capacity, must be defined according to the highest level of congestion that is acceptable.
– Binary and continuous variables:
δl,cw , βn,c ∈ {0, 1}; 0 ≤ α < 1. (3.9)
3.3.3 FiWi-RTR Problem Formalization with Network Disconnection Avoid-
ance
A network may become temporarily disconnected when switching from a currently active fre-
quency assignment to a new one. To avoid such grim situation extra constraints should be added
to the formulation previously discussed, so that a set of links ensuring traffic flow remain un-
changed from the previous frequency assignment to the new one. Two extra variables need to
be introduced:
θn,c One, if the assignment of channel c ∈ C to node n ∈ N (wireless router or gateway)
has changed from previous frequency assignment to the new one, zero otherwise.
σl,cw One, if there is a route for wireless router w ∈ W , including link l ∈ L operating at channel
c ∈ C, using the set of effective links that do not change from the previous assignment to the
new.
Assuming that expression (3.2) is the same as having:
Minimize
∑
n∈N
∑
c∈C
θn,c + α (3.10)
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θn,c ≥ βOLDn,c − βn,c,∀n ∈ N ,∀c ∈ C (3.11)
θn,c ≥ βn,c − βOLDn,c ,∀n ∈ N ,∀c ∈ C (3.12)
the extra constraints required to ensure traffic flow using a set of unchanged links, to be added
to the RTR formulation discussed in the previous section, will be:
– Route flow conservation using unchanged links:∑
l∈L:s(l)=w
∑
c∈C
σl,cw = 1, ∀w ∈ W (3.13)
∑
l∈L:d(l)∈G
∑
c∈C
σl,cw = 1, ∀w ∈ W (3.14)
∑
l∈L:s(l)=w′
∑
c∈C
σl,cw −
∑
l∈L:d(l)=w′
∑
c∈C
σl,cw = 0,
,∀w,w′ ∈ W : w′ 6= w (3.15)
∑
w∈W
∑
l∈L:s(l)=n
σl,cw ≤ (1− θn,c)× βOLDn,c × |L| × |W|,∀n ∈ N ,∀c ∈ C (3.16)
This last expression ensures that routes, built by variables σl,cw , use unchanged links only.
– Radio channel assignment:
βn,c ≥
∑
w∈W
∑
l∈L:s(l)=n σ
l,c
w +
∑
w∈W
∑
l∈L:d(l)=n σ
l,c
w
|L| ,
,∀n ∈ N ,∀c ∈ C (3.17)
– Binary variables:
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σl,cw , θn,c ∈ {0, 1}. (3.18)
The optimizer is able to choose a small set of links to ensure connectivity since no limitation of
hops are imposed to these routes.
3.4 Algorithmic Approach for Frequency Reconfiguration
The formalizations previously discussed help us to understand the problem but are too hard to
solve. For this reason a reconfiguration process, which will serve as a basis for the development
of the two heuristic algorithms, is discussed next.
Before discussing the reconfiguration process, some notation and assumptions need to be
clarified. As previously, let the graph GF(N ,L, I) represent a FiWi network, where N is a
set including both mesh wireless nodes and gateways/ONUs, L includes wireless reachability
links and I provides information about interference between any two links. For the following
discussion assume:
• Radios and Channels: Node n ∈ N has Rn radios available, all radios being able to tune
to one of the frequency channels in C.
• Traffic Demand: For traffic demand the vector d = {d1, d2, ..., d|W|} of integer values,
representing relative traffic demands, is used. For example, if node wi has twice the
demand volume of node wj then dwi = 2× dwj .
• Shortest Paths: The route that a mesh wireless node w ∈ W will take toward gateway
g ∈ G, denoted by rw = (w,wi1 , wi2 , ..., g), is assumed to be one of the shortest paths.
That is, hrw = minr′w(hr′w), where hr′w denotes the number of hops of route r
′
w toward
a gateway. This route is defined using the reachability links, given as input, and never
changes. The node that succeeds node w in route rw, toward the optical section, will be
denoted by w+.
3.4.1 The Methodology
The goal in this section is to define general rules that will serve as a basis for the development
of heuristic algorithms for frequency reassignment in FiWi networks. The network can not dis-
connect during reconfiguration, frequency changes must be minimized, and higher throughput
and QoS must be assured. For this to be achieved the following can be assumed:
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1. At the old frequency assignment, there is at least one effective link operating at some
channel ci ∈ C that connects w and w+, meaning that βOLDw,ci = βOLDw+,ci = 1.
2. For traffic flow on a set of effective links, and assuming that Cw = {ci : βOLDw,ci = βOLDw+,ci =
1}, w ∈ W , the following traffic flow rule (TFR) can be assumed:
(a) if dw ≤ |Cw|, then each traffic unit of dw will be using one of the effective links
(w,w+); traffic units will be flowing through different channels;
(b) if dw > |Cw|, then at least b dw|Cw|c traffic units of dw will be using one of the effective
links (w,w+); traffic units will be evenly distributed by all channels.
Having this in mind the following frequency reconfiguration process (RP), to be adopted by the
heuristic algorithms discussed next, can be defined:
1. For eachw ∈ W , consider (w,w+). Choose a channel ci ∈ C such that βOLDw,ci +βOLDw+,ci = 2
and mark it as unchangeable.
2. Form a list including all wireless nodes using some ordering criteria.
3. For each w in list, assign channels to unmarked radios of pairs of nodes (w,w+) by de-
scending order of βOLDw,ci + β
OLD
w+,ci
, ci ∈ C, while making traffic flow allocation using TFR.
3.4.2 Suitability of the Reconfiguration Process
Preposition 1. Applying the RP approach to a FiWi graph G avoids network disconnection,
minimizes frequency reconfigurations and distributes traffic across the network improving through-
put and QoS.
Proof: The first step of the RP ensures that the network will always be connected throughout
the execution of reassignments. This is so because each node will have at least one channel
in common with its successor, which was also included in the old frequency assignment that
provided connectivity. Such channels are marked as unchangeable at this first step. A node
will have more than one of such unchangeable channels in cases where (wk, wk+) operates on
channel ci ∈ C, (wl, wl+) operates on channel cj ∈ C, ci 6= cj , and wk = wl+. Thus, it is
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possible to state that Step 1 is equivalent to determining values for σl,cw variables in the FiWi-
RTR problem with disconnection avoidance. Moreover, channels marked as unchangeable in
Step 1 ensure communication between any pair of nodes.
The third step of the RP minimizes the number of frequency reassignments as channel as-
signments are made by descending order of βOLDw,ci + β
OLD
w+,ci
, meaning that the values for θn,c
variables will be the smallest possible and the objective function (3.10) is minimized. Traffic is
also distributed across the network by applying TFR.
3.4.3 Heuristic Algorithms
In the following section two heuristic algorithms, called node-based reconfiguration (NBR)
and route-based reconfiguration (RBR), are proposed based on the discussed reconfiguration
process. These include an initialization step that is similar to both algorithms. Two types of
matrices must be populated during algorithm execution and the two algorithms basically differ
in the way they are populated. The matrices are:
• Node Clustering Matrices: A matrix Fc, with |N | columns and K rows, is defined for
each c ∈ C. Columns refer to nodes while rows refer to groups of nodes able to transmit
in parallel, called group of independent nodes. Rows will be added to Fc as the algorithms
evolve and at the end of its execution K basically provides a time division or bandwidth
allocation planning. A node may appear in many groups according to its local demand
and demand that it has to forward from other nodes. A cell Fckn, where k ∈ {1, ..., K} is
a row and n ∈ {1, ..., |N |} is a column, may include one of the states:
– USED (U), means that node n belongs to group k, for transmission using channel c.
– CONFLICT (C), means that node n is not in group k, for transmission using channel
c, due to an interference conflict.
– FREE (F), means that information about node n in group k has not been filled yet.
The algorithms will try to fill rows with as many nodes as possible so that the number of
groups of independent nodes is the smallest as possible. Groups/rows in a specific matrix
Fc will compete for bandwidth, and require time division at frequency channel c, because
they are not independent.
• Frequency Assignment Matrix: A matrix R, of size |N | × |C|, also needs to be defined to
store radio frequency assignment where Rnc = 1 indicates that node n ∈ N operates at
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channel c ∈ C, Rnc = 0 otherwise. During the operation of both algorithms it is required
that
∑|C|
c=1 Rnc <= Rn,∀n ∈ N .
3.4.3.1 Initialization Step
Both heuristic algorithms discussed next execute an initialization step that is as follows. Create
Fc with a single row, K = 1, and |N | columns, ∀c ∈ C, and initialize all cells to FREE. Create
R with |N | rows and |C| columns and initialize it with 0s. Mark unchangeable frequency chan-
nels as follows:
1 for each n ∈ N do
2 for each c ∈ C do
3 if (βOLDn,c + βOLDr+n ,c == 2) then
4 Rnc = 1;
5 Rr+n c = 1;
6 break;
7 end
8 end
9 end
Algorithm 1: Initialization Step
The order in which the nodes are traversed might influence the efficiency of this step. Nodes
having a single radio, if any, should be processed first.
3.4.3.2 Node-Based Reconfiguration (NBR) Algorithm
Nodes more close to the ONUs are processed first.
Step 1 - Build list of nodes for processing following the algorithm 2.
While A is an associative array indexed by a depth key, which indicates how far node w is
from an ONU, Π is a list where nodes more close to the ONUs will appear first. Thus, harder
frequency assignments will be done first. Harder in the sense that nodes nearer the ONUs have
to forward more traffic from others, meaning that the frequencies assigned to them have more
impact on network performance.
Step 2 - The algorithm 3 (see end of chapter) defines NBR groups of independent nodes:
Step 3 - Assign frequencies to free radios according to the frequencies used by succeeding
nodes (neighbours on the route toward the optical section), so that the nodes in question share
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1 A = {} /* associative array indexed by depth key */;
2 for each w ∈ W do
3 depth = hrw ;
4 i = w;
5 repeat
6 /* insert i, in associative array A, dw times */;
7 for j = 1 to dw do
8 A(depth)← i;
9 end
10 i = r+i ;
11 depth−−;
12 until depth = 0;
13 end
14 Π = {} /* list of nodes for processing in Step 2 */;
15 for depth = 1 to Length(A) do
16 Π = Π +A(depth);
17 end
Algorithm 2: Associative array
one or more frequencies.
Every node will be able to communicate as radio assignment is done only if there is at least
one neighbour tuned to the same frequency (line 6 of Step 2). The more load (local and foreign
traffic) a node has the more rows/groups, of the time division matrices, it will get due to the
way Π was built. Frequency reconfigurations are minimized since similarity with old frequency
assignment is privileged (line 4 of Step 2).
3.4.3.3 Route-Based Reconfiguration (RBR) Algorithm
Nodes are processed as their routes toward the optical section are traversed.
Step 1 - Building groups of independent nodes following the procedure in algorithm 4 (see
end of chapter).
Step 2 - Assign frequencies to free radios according to the frequencies used by succeeding
nodes (neighbours on the route toward the optical section), so that the nodes in question share
one or more frequencies.
Instead of building a Π list, this algorithm goes through the routes used by wireless nodes
to forward traffic toward the optical section, to make the assignment of nodes to rows/groups
of time division matrices. This way frequency assignment is done as routes are traversed and
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frequency assignment in a certain area will be influenced by the demand requests of many nodes.
Similarly to the previous algorithm every node will be able to communicate and frequency
reconfigurations are minimized.
3.4.3.4 Illustration of Algorithms
Based on FiWi network of Figure 3.1, the NBR and RBR algorithms are illustrated in Figures
3.2 and 3.3, respectively. For simplicity the routes of nodes 6 and 7 are not displayed, as these
nodes have no demand and do not forward traffic from other nodes. The frequencies shown near
the nodes are the old frequencies, stored in βOLD. Note that this small network is suitable for
illustration purposes and not much parallel transmission will occur. Note also that, for clarity
in illustration, the initialization step common to both algorithms is skipped. Concerning NBR
algorithm every element of Π will be processed and tables are filled as follows:
OLT
WR 1
ONU
WR 2
ONU
WR 7
WR 3
WR 4
WR 5
WR 6
f1.f2
f1.f2
f1.f2
f1.f2 f1.f2
f2
f1
Π= {3 4 4 4 5} r3 = {3, 1}
r4 = {4, 2}
r5 = {5, 3, 1}
d3=0 d5=1
d4=3
d7=0
d6=0
OLT- Optical termination line
ONU- Optical network unit
WR - Wireless router
Fiber link
Established wireless connection
Figure 3.1: FiWi network used to illustrate algorithms.
1. Node 3 at Π list is processed. The table of frequency 1 is filled since this was one of the
frequencies previously assigned to nodes 3 and its succeeding node. Time slot is labelled
USED (U) for node 3 and CONFLICT (C) for the others.
2. Node 4 is the next one in Π list. Table of frequency 2 is filled since this was one of the
frequencies previously assigned to nodes 4 and its succeeding node. Time slot is labelled
USED (U) for node 4 and CONFLICT (C) for the others.
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3. Node 4 is the next one in Π list. A first attempt to fill table of frequency 2 is done, as this
was one of the frequencies previously assigned, but no FREE (F) cell for node 4 is found
at any existing row. Table of frequency 3 is filled since this is also a frequency previously
assigned to nodes 4 and its succeeding node. Time slot is labelled USED (U) for node 4
and CONFLICT (C) for the others.
4. As frequencies 2 and 3 have been assigned to the radios of node 4, by previous steps,
only these frequencies will work when processing node 4, the next element in Π list.
The existing rows of frequency tables 2 and 3 have no FREE (F) cells for node 4 and,
therefore, an extra row is added to all tables, which is then filled at table of frequency 2.
5. Node 5 is the next node in Π list. A first attempt to fill table of frequency 2 is done,
since it is the previously assigned frequency, but no row with a FREE (F) cell for node
5 exists in this table. This means that the other tables will be sought for a FREE cell. If
such cell is found a reconfiguration at node 5 is required to switch from frequency 2 to
the new one, otherwise an extra row must be added to the tables. Since a FREE (F) cell
was found when searching table of frequency 1, USED (U) and CONFLICT (C) are filled
accordingly.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
C C U C C C C F F F F F F F F F F F F F F 
1
1 3
1
f1 f2 f3
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
C C U C C C C C C C U C C C F F F F F F F 2
2 4
2
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
C C U C C C C C C C U C C C C C C U C C C 2 3
2
3
4
2
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
C C U C C C C
F F F F F F F 
C C C U C C C
C C C U C C C
C C C U C C C
F F F F F F F 
2 3
2
3
4
2
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
C C U C C C C
C F C C U F F
C C C U C C C
C C C U C C C
C C C U C C C
F F F F F F F 
1
3 5
1
Figure 3.2: Illustration of NBR algorithm.
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Concerning RBR algorithm, where nodes with demand are processed as routes are traversed,
tables are filled as follows:
1. Node 4 is processed. The existing row of frequency 2’s table is filled, since this was one
of the old frequencies previously assigned to nodes 4 and its succeeding node, and was
marked as unchangeable. The row is labelled USED (U) for node 4 and CONFLICT (C)
for the others. The demand of node 4 decreases from 3 to 2.
2. Node 5 is processed. Since this node has a single radio working on frequency 1, and the
existing row has a FREE (F) cell for node 5 at this frequency, the row will be labelled
USED (U) for node 5 and CONFLICT (C) for the interfering nodes. The demand of node
5 decreases from 1 to 0.
3. Node 3 is processed, as this is an intermediate node on the route from node 5 to the
optical section. Tables of frequencies 1 and 2 are scanned, since these are old assigned
frequencies, but no FREE (F) cell for node 5 exists in these tables. Frequency 3 is then
searched and a FREE (F) cell is found at the existing row. This row is labelled USED (U)
for node 3 and CONFLICT (C) for the others. Nodes 1 and 3 will have one of their radios
reconfigured to frequency 3.
4. Node 4, the one still with demand, is processed. As no FREE (F) cell for node 4 exists
in any of the tables, an extra row is inserted. The existing row of frequency 2’s table is
filled, since this was one of the old frequencies previously assigned to nodes 4, and its
succeeding node, and was marked as unchangeable. The row is labelled USED (U) for
node 4 and CONFLICT (C) for the others. The demand of node 4 decreases from 2 to 1.
5. Node 4, the one still with demand, is processed. After looking at frequency 2’s table,
which has no FREE (F) cell for node 4, frequency 1’s table is filled and labelled USED
(U) for node 4 and CONFLICT (C) for the others. The demand of node 4 decreases from
1 to 0.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
F F F F F F F C C C U C C C F F F F F F F 
2
2
2
4
f1 f2 f3
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
C F C C U F F C C C U C C C F F F F F F F 1
3 5
1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
C F C C U F F C C C U C C C C C U C C C C 1 3
1
3
3
1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
C F C C U F F
F F F F F F F 
C C C U C C C
C C C U C C C
C C U C C C C
F F F F F F F 
2
2
2
4
2
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
C F C C U F F
C C C U C C C
C C C U C C C
C C C U C C C
C C U C C C C
F F F F F F F 
1 2
2 4
1 2
Figure 3.3: Illustration of RBR algorithm.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter the state-of-art on the frequency assignment problem was presented. The prob-
lem of reassigning frequencies to radios was discussed and demonstrated. Two frequency re-
configuration algorithms were proposed along with their mathematical formalization. The fol-
lowing chapter will present the simulation model that was developed for performance evaluation
of the presented algorithms.
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1 for each w ∈ Π do
2 assigned =FALSE;
3 for i = 1 to K do
4 for each c ∈ C in descending order of βOLDw,c + βOLDw+,c (unchangeable channels
first) do
5 /*test availability and if w and its successor either operate on c or have a
radio available*/
6 if (Fciw == FREE) ∧ (Rwc == 1 ∨
∑|C|
c′=1 Rwc′ < Rw) ∧
(Rw+c == 1 ∨
∑|C|
c′=1 Rw+c′ < Rw+) then
7 /*mark interference conflicts*/;
8 for each l ∈ L such that Il,(w,w+) == 1 do
9 Fcis(l)=CONFLICT;
10 Fcid(l)=CONFLICT;
11 end
12 Fciw+=CONFLICT;
13 /*include w in group i of frequency c*/;
14 Fciw=USED;
15 /*assign frequency to radios*/;
16 Rwc = 1;
17 Rw+c = 1;
18 assigned =TRUE;
19 break;
20 end
21 end
22 if assigned then
23 break;
24 end
25 if (!assigned ∧ i == K) then
26 AddRow(Fc), ∀c ∈ C;
27 K + +;
28 end
29 end
30 end
Algorithm 3: NBR group of independent nodes
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1 while (∃w such that dw! = 0) do
2 for each w ∈ W with dw! = 0 do
3 assigned=FALSE;
4 j = w;
5 repeat
6 for i = 1 to K do
7 for each c ∈ C in descending order of βOLDj,c + βOLDj+,c (unchangeable channels
first) do
8 /*test availability and if j and its successor either operate on c or have a
radio available*/
9 if (Fcij == FREE) ∧ (Rjc == 1 ∨
∑|C|
c′=1 Rjc′ < Rj) ∧
(Rj+c == 1 ∨
∑|C|
c′=1 Rj+c′ < Rj+) then
10 /*mark interference conflicts*/;
11 for each l ∈ L such that Il,(j,j+) == 1 do
12 Fcis(l)=CONFLICT;
13 Fcid(l)=CONFLICT;
14 end
15 Fcij+=CONFLICT;
16 /*include j in group i of frequency c*/;
17 Fcij=USED;
18 /*assign frequency to radios*/;
19 Rjc = 1;
20 Rj+c = 1;
21 assigned=TRUE;
22 break;
23 end
24 end
25 if assigned then
26 break;
27 end
28 if (!assigned ∧ i == K) then
29 AddRow(Fc), ∀c ∈ C;
30 K + +;
31 end
32 end
33 j = j+;
34 until (j == NULL) /* end of route */ ;
35 dw −−;
36 end
37 end
Algorithm 4: RBR group of independent nodes
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C H A P T E R 4
FiWi Simulation Model
4.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the adopted approach to build a network model, in which the proposed
algorithms could be tested and evaluated by simulation. The model was developed using OM-
NeT++, an object-oriented library and framework for building network simulators [64], with
the appellative of being open-source for academic use. To describe the structure of simulation
model using OMNeT++, one should use the NED language. NED, which stands for Network
Description, lets the user declare simple modules, and connect and assemble them into com-
pound modules. Simple modules, that are the active modules, have their behaviour defined by
code written in C++ programming language. They can be grouped into compound modules
unlimited number of hierarchy levels. The whole model, called “network” in the OMNeT++
framework is itself a compound module. Figure 4.1 is used here to show the relation between
the NED modules in the network.
NETWORK
Simple Modules
Compound Modules
Gates
Connections
Figure 4.1: Modules relation in the simulation model.
Modules are connected via gates and interact by passing messages through the gates. Mes-
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sages may carry arbitrary data structure, including any packets for network communication.
Compound module may be organized in order to construct a network devices such as routers,
switches, access points, etc.
The topology used in simulation is the one in Figure 4.2, taken from [11] and represents the
San Francisco WOBAN (called “SFNet”). It is assumed that all the ONUs are connected to a
single OLT. The architecture of the model components is described in the following sections.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
Fibre link
Established wireless connection
Reachable wireless connection
ONU with gateway router attached
Wireless router
Figure 4.2: Simulation Model Network Topology.
The remainder of this chapter describes the following modules of our network simulator:
Section 4.2.1 describes the OLT, manager and sink; Section 4.2.2 presents the networkLayer
and nic submodules from the WRouter; Sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 describe submodules onu and
app from WRGataway and ClientNode respectively.
4.2 Network Simulator
4.2.1 OLT
The internal structure of the OLT, presented in Figure 4.3, is basically composed of two simple
modules one of which, the manager, is of utmost importance. The functionalities of these
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submodules can be described as follows:
• The manager implements the heuristics (NBR and RBR) proposed above and, therefore,
is responsible for the most critical functionalities related with network set-up and oper-
ation. It holds information about the nodes’ adjacency and interference. The frequency
assignment matrix R, and node clustering matrices Fc, for each frequency, are also held
in this submodule. During initialization all matrices are set to zero, all existing radios
are registered, the assigned frequencies to radios are also registered in the frequency ma-
trix, and links are established based on the adopted transmission ranges. After one of the
NBR or RBR finishes execution the simulation model is ready to drive the flow of packets
arriving from the traffic generators on no-gateway nodes at the front end.
• sink is simply a submodule where each packet life cycle ends and data for statistical
analysis is collected.
package fiwi;
module OLT 
{
parameters:
 @display("i=device/server");
int address;
double posX;
double posY;
 @display("p=$posX,$posY");
gates:
 inout inAndOut[];
submodules:
 sink: Sink {
 @display("p=102,58");
gates:
 onu[sizeof(inAndOut)];
 }
 manager: Manager {
 @display("p=36,32");
 }
connections:
for i=0..sizeof(inAndOut)-1 {
 sink.onu[i] <--> inAndOut[i ];
 }
}
Figure 4.3: OLT and NED code snippet.
4.2.2 WRouter
This is a module from which the ONU/Gateway and the ClientNode modules are derived. Its
internal structure is shown in Figure 4.4 with submodules addressing the functionalities of the
network and data link layers considered relevant in the scope of this work.
• networkLayer, responsible for finding the next hop toward the destination whenever a
packet arrives.
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• nic, models a network adapter, and stores the assigned frequency that might result into a
wireless effective link if a neighbour uses such frequency.
package fiwi;
module WRouter
{
    parameters:
        @display("i=abstract/router;bgb=235,245");
        int address;
        int numOfNodes = default(6);
        int numRadios = default(3);
        double posX; // object horizontal positioning
        double posY;// object vertical positioning
        @display("p=$posX,$posY");
    gates:
        inout Radio[numRadios*numOfNodes];
    submodules:
        networkLayer: NetworkLayer {
            @display("p=98,107");
            gates:
                to_nic[numRadios];
        }
        nic[numRadios]: NIC {
            gates:
                Nic[numOfNodes];
        }
    connections allowunconnected:
        for i=0..numRadios-1 {
            networkLayer.to_nic[i] <--> nic[i].upperLayer;
        }
        for i=0..numRadios-1, for j=0..(numOfNodes-1) {
            nic[i].Nic[ j ]  <--> Radio[ j+i*numOfNodes];
        }
}
Figure 4.4: Wireless Router and NED code snippet.
4.2.3 WRGateway
This module models wireless gateways of the FiWi access network and its internal structure is
illustrated in Figure 4.5. It is an extension of WRouter module with one additional submodule,
onu. Assuming in this simulation a compound ONU/Gateway architecture, each packet arriving
at this module is directly forwarded toward the onu.
• onu is responsible for forwarding each packet to the OLT.
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package fiwi;
module WGRouter extends WRouter
{
    parameters:
        @display("i=abstract/accesspoint");
    gates:
        inout to_ONU[ ];
    submodules:
        onu: ONU {
            @display("p=54,54");
        }
    connections:
        networkLayer.onu <--> onu.gateway;
        onu.olt <--> to_ONU++;
}
Figure 4.5: ONU/Gateway and NED code snippet.
4.2.4 ClientNode
This module is also an extension of WRouter and models a wireless mesh node which may
generate traffic and transmit packets during its granted time slot in a TDMA fashion. It also
may receive packets from other wireless mesh nodes in its vicinity and forward them. In its
internal structure, shown in Figure 4.6, it extends the WRouter by adding one extra submodule:
package fiwi;
module ClientNode extends WRouter
{
    parameters:
        @display("i=device/accesspoint;bgb=278,237");
    submodules:
        app: App {
            @display("p=210,42");
        }
    connections:
        networkLayer.localOut --> app.in;
        networkLayer.localIn <-- app.out;
}
Figure 4.6: ClientNode and NED code snippet.
• app is responsible for the traffic generated by each wireless mesh node and this traffic
generation can be parameterized to typify a certain demand.
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4.3 Summary
This chapter presented the simulation model and described the main functionalities of each
simple and compound modules. In the following chapter simulation results are shown and
discussed.
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Experiments and Results
5.1 Performance Analysis
In order to compare the performance of both algorithms NBR and RBR, and their improvement
over a no-reconfiguration scenario the simulation model presented in the previous chapter was
used taking into account the following aspects: As IEEE 802.11 technologies are widely spread
and inexpensive, its assumed a 802.11-based behaviour at the front-end nodes using its default
medium access technique DCF that employs CSMA/CA MAC protocol. For channel collision
avoidance, 802.11 specifies that stations must choose a random backoff (BK) in the range
(0,CW -1), whereCW stands for contention window which is in units of a defined time slot. The
CW is initially equal to CWmin, doubles at each retransmission and can not exceed CWmax.
Implementations define CWmin = 16 or CWmin = 32 and CWmax = 1024. As stated in [65],
a small CWmin can be suitable under light traffic conditions, as packet loss will be small, but
as network traffic load increases the throughput rapidly decreases due to an increase in packet
loss. This is more serious in multi-hop wireless networks than in single-hop.
The main issue that needs to be taken into consideration, in order to incorporate IEEE 802.11
behaviour when evaluating the proposed frequency reassignment algorithms, is that there will
be periods of time when channels will not be used due to backoff. Also, nodes will send packets
in batches.The way node clustering matrices have been built allow us to simulate this behaviour
as follows: the nodes of a group/row, able to transmit in parallel, are allowed to transmit during a
fixed period of time corresponding to BK packet transmissions; the groups/rows are scheduled
in a round robin way. Thus, whenever nodes are allowed to transmit and have no packets, or
have just a few, the channel will not be utilized. Nodes will also have to wait to be able to
transmit.
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5.1.1 Parameters
In the simulation there are some parameters that remain constant, presented in Table 5.1, and
there are others which vary throughout the performed experiments according to different traffic
pattern at front-end nodes. It is assumed that only three channels can be used, e.g. channels 1,
6, and 11 of 802.11b/g standards.
Parameters Value
Simulation time 600 s
Number of radios/node 2
Channel capacity 54 Mbps
Packet size (average) 625 bytes
BK 64
Table 5.1: Unchangeable parameters
The packet size parameter presented in Table 5.1 follows a normal distribution and the
aforementioned non-permanent parameter is the packet inter-arrival time, which follows an ex-
ponential distribution in each scenario. Traffic pattern on access network may be consulted here
[66]. To mimic different and asymmetric traffic demands, 4 scenarios (a, b, c, d) were obtained.
Here, a scenario is referred to a set of 10 nodes randomly chosen at front-end which are ex-
pected to generate 4 times more traffic than the others, and these random nodes use different
seeds for traffic generation. To evaluate the performance of the algorithms, these 4 scenarios
were submitted to 10%, 20%, 30% and 40% of traffic load. Table 5.2 shows the inter- arrival
time for each traffic load.
Parameter Load
Inter-arrival time 10% 20% 30% 40%
demand=4 0.001 0.005 0.00033 0.00025
demand=1 0.005 0.0025 0.0017 0.00125
Table 5.2: Non-permanent parameters
Concerning the old frequency assignment, βOLD values, it is assumed that all nodes have
their two radios tuned to the same frequency channels, first and second channels available, a
common approach adopted for full connectivity between nodes in the transmission area of each
other.
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A static assignment algorithm denoted SAA is used as a reference to evaluate the perfor-
mance of NBR and RBR. Based on the network topology and node location as shown in Figure
4.2, all nodes could directly communicate with their neighbours in case of sharing a common
channel, which leads to high interference and consequently the need of time division. SAA is
assumed to be the source of βOLD values, and, as aforementioned, the radios in each node are
tuned to two static orthogonal channels and are the same for all nodes at front-end. A total
number of 5 gateway nodes are used to connect to the wired network with a single OLT.
NBR and RBR algorithms may include or not the initialization step discussed in section
(3.4.3.1). NBR(Y) or NBR(N) means NBR including or excluding initialization step respec-
tively, the same for RBR(Y) and RBR(N).
The total simulation time was 600 s and the following performance parameters were anal-
ysed:
1. NBR and RBR throughput increase over the no-reconfiguration case (SAA)
2. Number of frequency reconfigurations
3. Average end-to-end packet delays
4. Average size of queues
Figure 5.1 presents the performance of the algorithms with respect to different scenarios
at 10% of traffic load. Firstly it allows to observe that the performance of each algorithms
vary according to a certain scenario, having some of them performing better in some scenarios
and relatively worse in others. Concerning to throughput all algorithms apart of RBR(Y) and
RBR(N) show some similarities on their behaviour at this load.
The average time to deliver traffic is considerably lower when performing RBR(Y) and
RBR(N) algorithm than the others, and supporting this, the average queue sizes presented by this
algorithm are also lower. When increasing the network traffic load to 20% as show in Figure 5.2,
we may observe that the reconfiguration did not cause noticeable effects between throughput
of SAA, NBR(Y) and NBR(N) algorithms, though still giving a considerable advantage for
RBR(N) and RBR(Y). RBR maintain low average queue size as well as low average end-to-end
for packets delivery, which means that RBR takes better advantage of the available frequencies,
increasing parallel transmission, even if traffic pressure is low because packets stay less time in
queues, thus reducing the end-to-end delay.
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Figure 5.1: Performance analysis for traffic load equal to 10% of the channel capacity; (a) Average throughput; (b) Average end-to-end delay;
(c) Average queue size.
Results from experiments where the pressure of traffic is increased to 30% and 40% of the
channel bandwidth are presented in Figures 5.3 and Figure 5.4 respectively. The throughput,
end-to-end delay and average queue size do not change when the initialization step is inserted or
removed, meaning that introducing this step into algorithms, for network disconnection avoid-
ance, will not penalize performance results. At this load, it is noticeable the NBR performance
improvement over SAA, meaning that reconfiguration is fully exploited when load is high.
Algorithm Avg Nr. of Rows in Node Clustering Matrix Avg Nr. of Reconfigurations
SAA 18.25 -
NBR(Y) 16.25 5
NBR(N) 16.25 8.5
RBR(Y) 13 12
RBR(N) 13 12
Table 5.3: Info Related to Matrices
Table 5.3 includes information related with the node clustering and frequency assignment
matrices. The first column shows the number of rows, K, inserted during algorithm execution
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Figure 5.2: Performance analysis for traffic load equal to 20% of the channel capacity; (a) Average throughput; (b) Average end-to-end delay;
(c) Average queue size.
while the second column shows the number of radio reconfigurations, also done during algo-
rithm execution (difference between the old and the new frequency assignment). Results show
that the RBR was in fact able to reduce time division, increasing parallel transmission, as the
number of rows in the clustering matrices is lower when compared with the other algorithms.
These values do not change when the initialization step is inserted or removed. Concerning the
number of radio channel reconfigurations, NBR makes less reconfigurations than RBR. This
increases when the initialization step is not performed, since all radio channels can be changed.
RBR makes more reconfigurations to be able to increase parallel transmission, as previously
stated. That is, RBR makes more reconfigurations than NBR but these have the nice purpose of
increasing parallel transmission, improving throughput and delay. RBR shows no difference in
the number of reconfigurations when the initialization step is included or removed, while in the
NBR the extra reconfigurations seem not to be productive since it has no effect on throughout
and delay.
In global terms, the network presents a better performance and the QoS perceived by users
increases when the RBR algorithm is used. This statement may be confirmed if we look at
behaviour of the parameter being evaluated through different load, as depicted in Figure 5.5. We
can clearly observe that, in fact, at low loads such as 10% to 20% there is a relative performance
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Figure 5.3: Performance analysis for traffic load equal to 30% of the channel capacity; (a) Average throughput; (b) Average end-to-end delay;
(c) Average queue size.
similarities among the algorithms and that similarities are disrupted when the load is above 20%.
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Figure 5.4: Performance analysis for traffic load equal to 40% of the channel capacity; (a) Average throughput; (b) Average end-to-end delay;
(c) Average queue size.
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Figure 5.5: (a) Average throughput; (b) Average end-to-end delay; (c) Average queue size.
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C H A P T E R 6
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Conclusion
This dissertation provides an overview of FiWi access networks, a technology that is suited
to embrace a plethora of future and emerging broadband services and applications in a single
infrastructure. Starting with a presentation of the technology and an update on the state of the
art of the frequency assignment problem, this dissertation is mainly focussed on the front-end
of the FiWi access network, where wireless nodes are equipped with one or more radios and are
able to operate in a multi-channel environment.
To follow the main goal of this work, two algorithms termed NBR and RBR which stands
for node based reconfiguration algorithm and route based reconfiguration algorithm respec-
tively, were proposed along with their mathematical formalization to be used in the planning of
frequency assignment in FiWi access networks.
A simulation model, using OMNeT++ framework, to analyse the performance of the strate-
gies being proposed was developed, for which it is worth noting the importance of simple mod-
ules which are the active components of the model, and implement the desired behaviour of a
network component.
Results show that the two proposed algorithms have advantages over static approaches, but
the RBR is the one that provides the best performance, by carefully planning frequency assign-
ment so that more parallel transmission, and less time division occurs.
In this dissertation, the simulation model uses the shortest path to route packets towards
gateway as stated in section 3.4. For future work, it could be interesting to investigate on
routing protocols that could better exploit the routing mechanisms in a WMN environment.The
order in which nodes are processed during algorithm execution and the initialization step could
be explored since there is no defined criteria.
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